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Waiting for the Art Stage opening, Singapore Art Week is beginning, among more or less glamorous events, bal-
anced between the Orient and the West.
Singapore is organized in everything: from its streets, clean and quiet, to the white colonial palaces in neoclassical
style, to the geometric lines of its sci-fi skyline. And the rhythm things happen at is certainly not what one would
expect of an Eastern metropolis. Everything here is relaxed. That’s what it’s like even for the program of collateral
events for the large fair at the Marina Bay Sands, certainly not as crowded with openings and meetings as the
Western fairs like Art Basel or Fiac.

But maybe it’s the best way to approach a city that is surely thirsty for art, that has the resources to quench its
thirst, but that maybe still doesn’t clearly know its cultural direction. The big brands haven’t missed the chance to
be present and sponsor events and exhibitions.
We stopped at the cocktail party organized by Audemars Piguet  for the launch of Art Plural, Voices of Contem-
porary Art, with the art critic Michael Peppiatt, author of the book. Art Plural is a private space in the heart of
Singapore’s cultural district that houses modern and contemporary art exhibitions, mainly from Europe. On the
walls, in fact, there’s the works by Fabien Verdier (Paris, 1962), whose paintings transcend all the influences of
Chinese art that the French painter absorbed during her lengthy permanence in the East. Bernar Venet, also born
in France in 1941 and a sculptor who is universally known for his sculptures in many plazas around the world, has
paintings that attract visitors with their warm gold and yellow colors and typographic evolutions, languages that
find correspondence and familiarity in this part of the world. There’s also a bronze sculpture by Barry Flanagan
that shows his iconic rabbits, witnessing the attraction that European art has in this English ex-colony that is a sig-
nificant force in the world and the bellybutton of the planet’s economy.

On the left side of the river we had a look at the opening organized by Singapore Tyler Print Institute (STPI) at 41
Robertson Quay. STPI is the center for work and study on paper print techniques, but also an exhibition space
where more or less established artists can find hospitality.  Currently in the institution’s halls, on the first floor,
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Exhibition view at Singapore Tyler Print Institute.
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EVENTS: ART STAGE SINGAPORE 2014
We've put together a selection of the most interesting artworks at the
Art Stage Singapore 2014 VIP Preview.

 

INTERVIEW WITH EMI EU — DIRECTOR OF

SINGAPORE TYLER PRINT INSTITUTE
Our correspondent Joy Ng meets with Emi Eu, director of Singapore
Tyler Print Institute, who tells us about STPI's relationship with Art
Stage Singapore 2014 and its artists.
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there’s the works by the Singaporean sculptor Hans Sai Por (1943) that make up her Moving Forest, full of thin iron
installations. Meanwhile, on the floor below, the Official Party for Art in Motion has kicked off, organized by the
association of art galleries of Singapore with Perrier Jouet champagne, smoked salmon, the very Italian chicken
cacciatore and greetings among the guests. We’re on the other side of the world, but even here nobody (political
and non) misses the chance to say a few words to celebrate the event. But there’s no pride around here, only a
desire to tell everyone that Singapore is here and, if the art system looks for another fertile land to plant roots in,
the frontiers of this free port on the Indian ocean are open. On their conditions, however.

Discover the artworks at Art Stage Singapore
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